THE RELIGIOUS CONVERSION PROCESS AS AN UNUSUAL LIFE EXPERIENCE TO THE MALAYSIAN CHINESE MUSLIM CONVERTS IN THE CONTEXT OF ADULTHOOD SELF-DIFFERENTIATION DEVELOPMENT
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Abstract: This study explores the role of religious conversion as an unusual life experience in facilitating adulthood self-differentiation development in the context of Malaysia Chinese Muslim converts. It is a qualitative phenomenology study, five participants from the northern religion of Malaysia were taking part, and data were collected by semi-structured interviews. This study has identified the religious conversion has placed the Chinese Muslim converts in the hardships of (a) marginalized minority, (b) deviation and (c) association status which might facilitate self-differentiation development.
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Introduction
Self-differentiation level is referred to as the ability to separate from family of origin emotionally and physically (Charles, 2001). It consists of intrapsychic and interpersonal aspects (Bitter, 2009; Bowen, 1978; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Intrapsychic is referred to the ability to separate individuals’ feeling and thinking system, and interpersonal is referred to the ability to experience intimacy with others but still function as autonomous individuals. Self-differentiation level is fixed after reaching adulthood. However, exposure to unusual life
experience, structural effort and learning process might facilitate adulthood self-differentiation development (Kerr & Bowen, 1988).

The term conversion originated from Hebrew, Greek and Latin. It brings the meaning of turn, to turn and turn again (Paloutzian, Richardson, & Rambo, 1999). The central theme of religious conversion is “change” (Bockian, Glenwick, & Bernstein, 2005; Hester, 1998; Paloutzian et al., 1999). It is to correct the wrongdoings before the conversion ((Vokes, 2007). It referred to as changing ones’ belief system to another (Jindra, 2008), or spiritual disposition (Smith & Stewart, 2011). It is the result of modernisation toward rational thought and religious action (Woods, 2012; Yang, 1998).

This study takes adulthood self-differentiation development and religious conversion as the study topics because both aspects have the same themes, which are changes and maturity. Both processes involve much of the individuals’ learning process and effort taking to become a better self-being.

**Adulthood Self-Differentiation Development and Religious Conversion**

Based on previous studies and literature, adulthood self-differentiation development could happen. Roytburd & Friedlander (2008) has found out that the longer time the Jewish Refugees stay in the United States; the more self-differentiated they will be. Griffin & Apostal (1993) and Vancea (2013) experimental studies have proved that the self-differentiation level could change through psychotherapy training. Issenmann (2008) also found out that studying aboard significantly influenced individuals’ self-differentiation level. Besides, Davis (2011) also mentioned adulthood self-differentiation development might also be achieved by monitoring the family role and family emotional process.

Previous studies and literature have proved that religious conversion is an unusual life experience. Studies had shown that it is a complex (Ozyurek, 2018) hostility (Iyadurai, 2010), loneliness and isolated (Jensen, 2008; Larson, 1996) human experience. This unusual life experience is significant to the Chinese Muslim converts because studies have shown that they are treated as betrayals to compatriot community (Lam, 2005). Malay Muslim community consider they are not pure Muslims (Jacobsen, 2005); meanwhile, the Chinese community will consider they have becoming Malays (Ma, 2005). Studies have shown that they are boycotted (Ali Muhamud, 2007), rejected (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009) and suspected (Ma, 2005). Furthermore, Muslim converts are treated as contradicting with modern values (Jensen, 2008; Yip, 2008).

From the above discussion, adulthood self-differentiation could be developed, and religious conversion is an unusual human experience. This study intends to explore the role of religious conversion in developing adulthood self-differentiation in the context of unusual life experience and the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

**Methodology**

This is a qualitative study focuses on the participants’ experiences and transformed their meaningful, relevant experiences into consciousness (King & Harrocks, 2010; Mason, 1996; Merriam, 2009). The researcher used the semi-structured interviews in collecting primary data, which allowed the participants to respond according to their perspectives, feelings and behaviours (Merriam, 2009) but still in the range of study scope. The interview protocol was modified from the religious conversion protocol used in Lam’s study (2005).
There were three males and two females, Chinese Muslim converts participated in this study. The sampling method was the snowball method. All participants were converted after 18 years old and at least 10 years of conversion experience. There were 19 interview sessions, 34 interview hours had been conducted. To protect the participants' privacy, all names used in the study were not their real name.

This study used Braun and Clarke (2006) model as guidance to analyse the collected data. The stages of analysis are the (a) transcription, (b) generating initial codes, (c) searching themes across transcripts, (d) reviewing themes, (e) naming and refining themes, and (f) producing the final result. ATLAS.ti 8.2 was used in data analysis.

Findings

Most studies had defined converts as a deviant group (Lee, 2008). The researcher defines religious conversion as an unusual life experience because it exposes converts to extraordinary experiences that most people are not experienced. This study has identified the religious conversion has (a) shifted the Chinese Muslim converts from a majority group to be the minority group, (b) deviated them from parental and societal mainstream values and (c) associated them with new values and norm.

_shifted_a_from_a_majority_group_to_be_in_the_minority_group_

Islamic conversion is an unusual life experience to the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts because they are shifted from a majority group to the minority group. Religious conversion has placed Chinese Muslim converts in a double minority position (Chen, 2010). Only about 1% of the population in Malaysia are Chinese Muslims (Wan Kamal Mujani, Abdul Qayyum Abdul Razak, Allawati Kasri, Mohd Irman Mohd Abd Nasir, & Noor Inayah Ya’akub, 2012), and the official statistic population is about 42,000 (Department of Statistics, 2011). Chinese Muslims are facing tremendous pressure to assimilate into mainstream society because of their religion and cultural identity (Frankel, 2008). Converts are the marginalised group which are humiliated by the majorities (LaMothe, 2011)

Based on the interview besides Khairul Wong’s mother had the intention to covert, and Hafiz Lim’s three cater-cousins were converted, none of the participants’ family member has converted to Islam.

“My mother had accepted my religion. I ask her if she feels that Islam is good, why not she converts to Islam. She said she wanted to invite my sister to convert together. She wanted my whole family to convert to Islam. Finally, they made the decision not to convert.” (Khairul Wong)

“I have two nieces, and one of my cousins have converted to Islam.” (Hafiz Lim)

The religious conversion has shifted the Malaysia Chinese Muslim converts to be a minority group. They are shifted from Chinese to be the minority Malaysia Chinese Muslim converts. They learn and taking effort to live as a minority in the mainstream majority community.

_deviated_from_the_parental_and_compatrriot_value_

Chinese who are converted to Islam are always treated as betrayals to their ethnic (Lam, 2005). Instead of religious conversion, it is more to ethno-apostasy (Phillips & Kelner, 2006). They are treated as “not Chinese” and boycotted (Ali Muhamud, 2007) to become a marginal minority group in their own compatriot community (Bo, 2003).
**Deviated from Parental and Compatriot Religion**

Chinese traditional religion is the mainstream among the Malaysian Chinese (Tan, 2003; Tan, 1983). All the participants practised Chinese traditional religions before converting to Islam. They are deviated from the compatriot mainstream religious practices and have a unique experience to deal with the deviation.

Khairul Wong had an extreme resistance from his family, especially on the ritual issue. Azman Low had to draw a clear cut with his compatriot and family on religious practices.

“My relatives wanted me to pray their God. I refused. They made noise. Why this is the last pray for your grandfather, but you still refuse to do for him? They said nobody would know. This is your grandfather final time why you cannot pray. I said why I need to pray.” (Khairul Wong).

“After coming back to Malaysia, my parents stayed with me for a while. I did not allow them to pray in my house. I allowed my mother to place an image. It is prohibited, but I respect her. She had not burned any joss stick. She only recited the scriptures.” (Azman Low)

Jamilah Ang is inclusive of her religious practices. She accepts but not involved in compatriot religious practices.

“I went back to attend the ritual. My mother called me to go back. We can go back to see the ritual. We can help in preparing the ritual…but we could not participate in the ritual.” (Jamilah Ang)

Khairul Wong, Azman Low and Jamilah Ang deviate from their parents and compatriot religion. They have separated religious identity with them. They are Muslim now; their family members are not. Their life is different from their family members. They have to learn and take effort to stay comfy in the religious deviation.

**Deviated to Family and Compatriot Norm**

Once a Chinese converted to Islam, they deviate from family and compatriot norm. The Chinese espouse Chinese value and culture (Ying, Coombs, & Lee, 1999). They have resistance to accept both Islam religion and Chinese Muslim converts because they are very proud of their culture (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). Chinese Muslim are treated as degraded (Ali Muhamud, 2007; Ma, 2005) and contradicted with modern values (Jacobsen, 2005; Jensen, 2006; Yip, 2008). They might suddenly become orphans and isolated from their family and compatriot after converting. Some of them even force to break up their long term family relationship.

When Nurul Tan expressed her desire to embrace Islam, she had to leave her family because they could not accept her Muslim identity, especially the father. She came back to her family ten years after embracing Islam. Khairul Wong had to move out from his mother house after coming out as a Muslim. Besides family, Jamilah Ang was also boycotted by some of her peers. They refused to sit together with her in the canteen when taking food.

“My family asked me. I replied I want to convert Islam. They did not agree. They wanted me to think about it... I told them I wanted to convert. They did not agree. I had no way as I already made my decision. I had no way to turn. Finally, I converted ... Ten years, I never speak to my father, even one word. I only spoke to my mother on the phone. It was already ten years.” (Nurul Tan)
“I had a few Chinese friends; they did not want to make friend with me. They were not understood. Islam is Islam; Malays are Malays. They are different. They boycotted me. They did not want to make friend with me. They refused to take food on the same table with me in a canteen.”. (Jamilah Ang)

Self-deviated is another issue. Some converts could not really accept their own Muslim identity. When Nurul Tan interacted with peers, she feels not comfortable. She cares about how people treat her as a Muslim.

“There are still a few old friends who still cannot accept me. Frankly speaking, not everybody can accept. My worried…. Not everybody can accept, you know. I can go to the ceremony. I scared of how they look at me. The ways they look at you are very odd. They look at you from head to toe. You are Chinese, but you are not Chinese. Am I looked so wired? ... They invite me to go to the gathering. I can go, but you have any problem or not?..... This is because they bring their friends together. I am afraid their friends have a problem with me. I do not want they feel not comfortable about me. Suddenly come out with a scarf lady. I do not want this to happen.” (Nurul Tan)

The norm deviation has created a unique experience to converts. They might be treated as non-Chinese. They have to learn and take effort to stay in the deviation as a Chinese, as a member of the family and compatriot member.

**Associates Into A New Norm**

After converting to Islam, Chinese Muslim will take action to associate into a new norm. They might take action to assimilate into the mainstream Malay Muslim community and integrate into compatriot Chinese community. Unless they internalised Malay Muslim living habits, they are considered as new Muslim brothers (saudara baru) and not entirely accepted (Lam, 2005). They have different ethnic background (Jacobsen, 2005). Meanwhile, when they want to integrate into Chinese community no matter how they present their Chinese characteristics, they have changed their living habits, such as Islamic name, which is more ‘Malay’ (Hew, 2004). They might not readily be accepted. Converts are treated as the wrong kind of Muslim and bizarre human being (Jensen, 2008, p.401). They are always considered to be “others” in the religious and compatriot community. They come out with minority identity to assimilate into the mainstream religious and compatriot community.

**Associate To The Mainstream Malays Muslim Community**

When the Chinese Muslims associate themselves into the mainstream Muslim community, they could feel the suspicious (Lam, 2005). They felt that the Malay Muslims distrust about their behaviours, motives and sincerity. Hafiz Lim stayed in a mosque in order to bring himself closer to the religion, but Muslims came to the mosque to peep at him. They wanted to know if he still had any wrongdoing after converting.

“I stayed in the mosque for forty days…. Malay people treated me differently. They suspect I was mafia. They suspect I was drug-addicted. When I was sleeping, they came to peep at me. A lot of them peeped at me when I was taking my bath. They suspected I was drug abused. They started to hate me.” (Hafiz Lim)

Jamilah Ang worked very hard to remove the suspicious. When she was just converted to Islam, she dared not get too close to the Chinese.

“There we some Malays Muslims not believed me. They suspected about my faith. They thought I was playing with the religion. I was not sincere to Islam. They beware of me…I
stayed here; I followed Islam. I never followed the Chinese… I wore clothes that covered up my aurat. I only bought food from Malay stall. I never take food from the Chinese stall.” (Jamilah Ang)

The association into the mainstream Malays Muslim community has placed the Chinese Muslim in hardship and difficulties. They are different from the mainstream Muslim in term of cultural and ethnic background. They learn and take effort to assimilate into the mainstream Malays Muslim community.

**Associate Into The Mainstream Chinese Compatriot Community**

Chinese converts even have more dilemma relationship when they associate with the mainstream compatriot Chinese community (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). They have to keep their distance from the community. Hafiz Lim did not feel comfortable to mix around with his Chinese friends. His Chinese friends did not accept his conversion. They began to alienate and distance from him.

“At the initial stage, I felt ashamed if I met Chinese…. They asked me why you want to do such things. Why wear white skull? Why you circumcised? Why you keep the beard? You do it to please the Malays … My friends do not like the Malays. We need to circumcise. It is troublesome … I was entirely alienated. I changed a few batches of friends. I started to find Malay friends. I know it was very hard to find Chinese friends. They could not accept me.” (Hafiz Lim)

Azman Low entirely kept a distance from his compatriot community purposely. The distance came from his rejection and criticism of his traditional compatriot practices.

“Do you mean non-Muslim friends or non-Muslim relatives? I seldom get in touch with them. Most of the people I am getting touch are Muslims … I only connect to the Chinese when I go to the market…. I seldom mix up with them …Traditional’s practices, they pray everything. They pray in the seventh month. They pray on the ninth month. They pray for everything. It is over. They pray too much. They are perverted.” (Azman Low)

When the Chinese Muslim converts go back to the mainstream compatriot community, they are not treated as Chinese. They are being humiliated and not accepted. The integration process into the mainstream compatriot Chinese community involved a lot of learning and effort taking.

**Discussion**

In the Western context, religious conversion is merely a personal choice. This is the reason Holmes & Rahe (1967) in The Holmes-Rahe Life Stress Inventory does not include religious conversion. However, from the Chinese collectivistic context, religious conversion is considered as an unusual life experience. It places the Chinese Muslim converts into the minority, marginalised, deviation and association status. The researcher suggests that religious conversion or specifically Islamic conversion could be ranked as one of the most stressful challenges in the Chinese collectivism context, even higher than the death of a spouse.

Religious conversion is considered as an unusual life experience to the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts (Lam, 2005; Ma, 2005; Ozyurek, 2018). The researcher further explores the experience in the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. Religious conversion has exposed the converts to the difficulties and challenges of marginalised, deviation and association. It pushes the converts into the learning and effort taking status to be intrapsychic.
self-differentiated as a Muslim and a Chinese, and interpersonal self-differentiated to live comfy in the mainstream religious and compatriot community.

Bowen did not explain how the self-differentiation develops in adulthood. Studies have proved that self-differentiation development could happen in psychological training (Griffin & Apostal, 1993) and psychological therapy (Vancea, 2013). The researcher suggests that self-differentiation development is attached parallel with another growing process in the context of unusual life experience. In this study, it is the religious conversion process. The marginalised, deviation and association experiences attract the learning process and effort taking to overcome the hardships and challenges to move toward adulthood self-differentiation development.

Bowen suggests that adulthood self-differentiation development could be achieved by unusual life experience, learning process and structural effort (Kerr & Bowen, 1988). Although previous studies had proved that migration (Roytburd & Friedlander, 2008) and study aboard (Issenmann, 2008) might affect individual self-differentiation level. However, the researcher suggests that unusual experience only as a setting which attracts learning process and effort taking. It provides the elements of hardships, difficulties, anxieties, stresses and struggles. Once converts are willing to take the challenges to deal with those hardships, it invites the learning process and effort taking of being more self-differentiated, maturity, adaptable, flexible and reflective to the religious conversion environment.

Conclusion
Instead of generalisation, this study tends to offer preliminary exploration for further study comparatively. Since this study only involves a small number of participants. The findings could not extend to the broader population. A future study that involves a larger number of the population is needed to give an overall explanation of the phenomena.

To enhance the credibility of this study, the researcher suggests a more significant number and diversity of participants replicate the study. Future studies might consider diversity but not limited to genders, religious conversion experiences, original origins, education levels and ages. To consolidate the assumption of self-differentiation development in adulthood in the context of unusual life experience, the researcher suggests extending more studies to other life change stressful events, such as severe sickness, death of a spouse, study abroad, divorce, and migration.

This study has found out that the religious conversion process fulfilled Bowen adulthood self-differentiation development condition. The (a) marginalized minority status, (b) deviation from parental and compatriot values and (c) association to new norm processes have place the Malaysia Chinese Muslim converts into an unusual life experience. They learn and take effort to deal with the hardship and difficulties to be more self-differentiated in order to be comfy in the religious conversion process.
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